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The high school and college debate community has established a rather set

pattern of educational experiencs. Each year a national debate topic is selected

and the majority of:tip students debate that topic throughout the year. While a .

number of schools have developed alternative forensics practices, the dominant

debate activity still appears.to be competitive teurn6ment activity.
1

Increasingly,

a number of people both within the debate coMfrunity and the larger Speech Communi-6

N..

cation community have ,questioned some of the practices in competitive debate and .

cAn the educational justification of the /activity as a whole\
t

Theoretical erticles

have appear.ed.in the jocrnals that live outlined a variety of controvursial aspects

,of the activity.2 This debate paper will examine three important coritroversial

aspects of 'debate training: delively, analysis, and organization.

.Critics of the activity often claim that debate is a poor;training ground foc

ola

public speaking. They observe a round of debate and witness a rapid fire mechanical

form of delivery devoid of any audjpnce appeal. From this "evidence" they conclude..

detOteols a poor tool to teach public speaking. As Wayne Erockriede has concluded,

the type of spedkig That occurs in debate no longer reflects the type of speaking

4ound in our legislative halls and-courtrocms.
3

This "reality gap" for critics

`comprises "prima facie" evidence that debate is not a useful tool to teach public

.,
.

speaking and grounds for reduced support of the activity.

I c
Next, critics examine the type of arguments that they hea in the rounds and

Ilaunch an attack against the activity based on is unrealistic se construction.

They contend'no rational policy maker would consider, for example, marijuana legs -.

. .

lization a land use policy. The critics argue that such debate practices as the

A
\'

.

squirrel cases, spread debating and alternative jusilfication cases so taint the

. \
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debate process that the activity no longer reflects real world an lysIs. Again

they conclude that such practiced merit reduced' support of the a ivity.

a While observing Mbate rounds, *critics also find a*highly ylized argument,

structure. Debatersyoint and subpolnt everything. Observing this practice critics

suggest
.

1

another fault of the actkitY. Rool world speakers d not present material
t

In such an artifica4 rpanner. Thus the reality gap between competitiVe school de-
*

tc,.fe and real world debate includes at least three diensfo s. Poor delivery, art!-

fIcIaranalysis and unrealistic or:janizairoil are all point :d to by critics as

shortcomings of the educational activity.
.

surprisingly; the teaching of analyis deliveriand organization hos often

been cited as part of the pedagogical justifications of the activity,. Numerous

;authors have addressed considerable, attention to the p rticular ways in whlch.each

4
of these skills contrib:Jtes to the o',era41 value of s hoo! debating. Thd question

Is then does the aboye,mentioned criticism of debate aiSa serious queitIons ns to

the ability of the 'activity to achieve Important ed citienal goals? Some would say

that H- diies and his dissatsfactjon has resulted
7

loss of support for the

This observation&

ijvity among some membe

in,d0ate program cutbacks and

of ,the Speech GomounIcatIon field.

vidence may bcjosufficient to tOlish that debate does

ghilelMost debate coaches wouldnot meet the throe abcVementionad objectiVes.

admit that icisound debate Practices may leave .omething to be desired In terms of '

reflecting real world actrvitles, they would c ntend that the overall. educational

justlfl,catIon of the activity,is not denied b these facts. Many coaches would

agree that tha real test of debatesl'oducati nal value comes when one attempts to

assess the ability of sttents trained in d eje to adapt to real world communica-

tian situations. The real question,is do s udnnts with,debate experie ce have betterl

4.4
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analysis, organization and speaking skills,Wreal world speaking situations th

the skills possessed by students without such experience?

Unfortunately, scientific evidence.answering this question Is'nonexistent.
61

ForensicS coaches have assembled volumes of testimonial evidence from successful

piciblic speakers attributing much of their succees not only in public speaking/put

also In public life in general io aspects of debate ti-aining.
5

However, thiA eV1-
\

>.

Once Is often considered irrelevant by critics beqause of Its non-scientific

nature. A number of correlation stL...lies !Inking debate training and varbous debate

skills have also been attacked l cause study designs fail to account for important

antecedent and intervening varlab This study will attempt to,dete mine the

relati;/e ability of stud ts with debate and non - debate training to demonstrate

V
,the'successful use of she three above mentioned skills In a real world speaking

format,

. METHODOLOGY

This study was. conducted at the Bicentennial YoiutiODebates (BYD) Midwest

'Sectional Tournaments. There are several reasons to believe that this event p re-

sents a real 'world.public speaking siftfotion t'.,ocirate from the traditional tourna-

ment thaf debaters ailend. First, the program was set up Independently of .tradi-

tional debate tournamsnts, including topics related to the American Issues Forum.

In this respect students were forced to address topics with a much higher value

orientation than utilized at a'school debate a rnament. Secondly, for the purpose

of this study, we only included Extemporaneous and Persuasive Speaking. We believe

:that these events are removed from the normai'd4bate format and are more typical o

real speaking situations. TIlirdly,. and perhaps most importantly, the BYD was,

r I
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I

purportedly Judged by mcmters of'civic ergan;z(itions, community leaders, professonal

ucators .nod a broad Spectrum.of interested citizen

hopes o conduct our study in an environment that th

drfferent from.school debate in bosh the type of act

ticipate'and in the criteria that would beused to evaluate theM.

6
.

. By selecting the BYD we

subjects would perceive as

vity would par-

Three Instruments were uti lizPi to gather data

the Midwest. The instruments were sent to the /t

Shields, BYD Midwest Coordinator, requesting that e

the data, and return it to him. The instruments Inc

t all Sectional BYD tournaments

rnament directors by Dr. Donald

ch tournament director collect

uded: a Participant's ques-

tionnaire which determined demographic information' bout .the subjects including

background in Speech Cowmunicailan courses, dramatia,-individualevents and debate.
4

4

A judge's questionnaire was also included which delfermined demographic information

about judges including pa experience Judging deb

Jrpast experience in dpbat . Special copies of the

to and individual events and

fficial BYD ballots en NCR paper

were included so that a copy of each t,211ot czuil ,be retained by the tourname

director and returned to Dr. Shields with the other instruments.'

This paper addresses three independo.ii variables: Speech Communication course

background, general forensics backgro, and debate background. Three dependent

measures were soier_ted because they appeared on, the official BYD ballot Theyin-
i

eluded delivery, organization and ar3lysts, 'Judges were asked to tate each con-
/

,testant on_a five point (1-5) interval scale. Importantly, each of these concepts

was operationathed on the ballot in such a way to explain to the untrained judge

what was expected. For example, delivery vas.operationalized as follows: "Has the

contestant presented his position rn a manner that is appealing to an audience and

compelling to a listener?"
a
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RESULTS

25,:-.;

ea '
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Overall, sClErects wereinclude,el the data analysis. Data'from an additional

75 subjects who participated in the sectional BYD contests was returned in a form

that was unable to be coded. The data in Table I indicates the breakdo4n of con-*

testants Jn'terms of past background In sp.:lech courses (defined as one or more

courses at either the high school or college level), forens cs participation (defined

as, any panticipatLon in debate, drama, individual events), and debate participation

(defined as having participated lu,debate for one or more years). The data suggests,

at least at the idwest c.,ectio41 CYD tournaments, that most participants had some

previous exposure to speech, forensi,:s or 0,..t v. This phenomenon made Jetalled

,analysis difficult due to the,srall number of subject; in some cells.

The'data reportedIn Table 2 comparet *he ratings of the subjects in delivery,

analysis and organization. The data wE:c analyted using the SPSS T-Tegt
7
between

groups, tkar,s for students with spc,,t_h course backgt'ound, forensics, background and

debate bkkground were In every case higher than the means of those students withoUt

the bacrcunN ror students with Sseech Communication course backgrounds, their

ratings.lh,delivery were statistically (0:-..-.05) higher than those without a Speech

Communication course background. Also, students with a Speech Communication course.

background had a mean score In organization over .44 hlaher than the mean of those

without a Speech Communication baCkgrount which showed a stro'ng tendency toward. sig--

nificance (p-:.10).

Students vith'a forensics background had mean organization scores 'significantly

higher 1)'<: .01) than thOse without a forensics background. 5tudents.who reported a

debate background had a significantly higLor r. ,n score orf all three variables than

did those who did not have any debate experience. As the table indicates, p valqes

7
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for analysis were-.02 with values & (rounded to"two places). for. both delivery

and organization. A secondary analysis of students with debate experience was at-

tempted to determine the'relationship between the amount of experience in debate

and their ratings in analysis, delivery and organization.. Students with debate ex-

perience were divided into two groups (those with less than 2 years and those with

more than 2 years of experience). T-Tests were run between the two groups. Values

of .43 in analysis, 1.84 in delivery and. -.48 in organizalion were obtained. These

scores were not sigpificant and the means for students with less debate experience

were higher in delivery and analysis.'

DISC:SSION

a 4

This study strongly confirms the ability Of students with debate experience to
4

achieve comparatively high ratings in analysis, delivery, and organization in ac-,

, tivities far removed from the format of co,pelitive school' debate. This data sug-

gests to us that forensics educators'okght to formulate the lheoretical justifica-

tion of their activity around a transfer model of learning. Such a model would

contend tha their activity focuses the student on a variety of skills such as

delivery, analysis', and organization, which are taught and developed within an

artificial environment. This environment although non-reflectiveeof the real world

in which these skills are utilized forces the student to cognitively cope with these

skills at a very high level. The student, however, also develops the ability to

internalize the skills in such a Way that he/she-can transfer them to a real world

situation In a form which is effective.

A

In addition, this study would seem to cast doubt on the evaluation of to

)fitics.of debate mentioned earlier in this viper. Their criticisms seem to flow
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from a simulation modeJ of learning that asserts that the educatiorpal justification
7

of.an activity flows from the ability of theexpJriences thafi n activity employs

to mirror actual real world experiences. Vhile such e justification maybe appro-

priate for trade is, and the like, it is difficult to imagine its utility when

dealing with highl complex skills ,Luch as those utilized in Speech Communication.
.

The results of this study indicate.-Elat the students with debate eperience were

significantly-better able-to employ the three communication skills utilized in

this study than students witho ut the experie,ace.
. .

Two.factors, however,limit the generalizability of this study. First, the

BYD establi9hed as an objective the use,of a broad spectrum of judges. The utility

of the resurp of'this study is predisEated on achievement of th objective. Our

judge data inti).ated tite ',';.j.was'only about 50% successful in obtafning the

,desired juges. Just under
50%4

of the judges employed in,this study were in some

Kayconnected with educatlen,--A full 51% rarely or never Judge forensics events of

any kind. Otily 41%, had ever judged a debate to the contest. However, 55%

had participated in one form of forensics Prior to this study. We ran a variety of

Chi Square analyses, none of which (1c:1acted-any significant relationships between

/

judging variables and any outcomes. rowever, the failure of the BYD to'utilize

more lay judgeS-does weakon fie ccrclusions of fills study.

A second limitationrof thiS slwdy,rests In its failure to determine interaction

s

_relationships between the, independentndependent variables. Some debaters also Could

have had Speech Communication_cOurses and the real. success of a given group could.

be accounted for by 8 variety of factors, More importantly, -in our secondary

. N
analysis of the students with debate experience,wevere unable to est-6-blish'any

-$

0 , a

differences between high and low levels of experience. This lends further support
1, ,

,9

A.
.
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,

to the notion'J sliat intervening factors may 'account for ome of differences be-

tween debaters and qn-debaterS.
.

We believe that our study is unique in that it was conducted in the field and

designed in such a way that it could be conducted wjthin the normal i.unctioning of

the'BYD. We believe that the subjects anJ judges were unaware that the study was

being conducted because they were lad 10 believe that the forms that they completed

were'-part of the BYD procedures. It is our be that more field research ill for-

i

ics shduld be conducted to ascertain how students with torensics training per-
,

,
.

'

,
.

form in ton- debate activilies. We belic,,e that it is especially. important 1.0 assess
//

. 0
.

the communication effecth;eress of dehaters'in situations that employ Fay Judges.

Occ
6 4 !

7
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, TABLE i

PARTICIPANT CPAWTEISTICS.

Number of Contestants

Yes .No

Taken a SpedCh
Course in Post 68

Forensics Participation 75 19

Debate Partidipation 49 45

I

11

-%
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'TABLE 2
,

COMPAR I ON Or SPE.r.c COIMPICATION,
GENEPAL FORENSICS AND DEBATE,.

BACKGROUND ON DELIVERY, ANALYSIS AND ORGANIZATION

Speech Communication Courses

X ± value p value

AaalysZs No course
background 26 3.62 -1.01 .32

Course background 68 3.82

Delivery No course
background 26 3.41 -2.01 .05*

Course background E8 '' 3.85

Orgplzed No-course
background 26 3.57 -1.67 .10

Course background 68 3.91 'T
Forensics Background

1/2

N X t value p value

Analysis No forens!cs
background 19 3.63 - - .76 .45

'Forensics back=
ground 75

c..

3.80

Delivery , No forensics
background 19 3.57' - :75 .46

N

Forensics back-'
ground 75 3.77

Organized No forensics
background,

Forensics back-

19 3.26 2.71 .01 *,

ground 75a 3.96

7 f.
12
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A
TAM:B2 conk.

Debate Background

It

N SZ ' t value

Aria,lysis

.

No debate
background 45 -, 3.53 2.33

tetbackground . 49 .3.98

A Delivery No debate

. .

background 45 3..36 3.79

4
4

'Debate backgiound 49 4.08

Organized No tebale
background

)

45 3.47 , 3.83

Debate background 49. 4.14

AIN

*I) value

,.02*

.00*

.00*

,

* significant at .05 level

I 3

4'

A.' 4

V
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